Barrett Paving Material Inc. offers complete construction services specializing in asphalt paving along with pavement milling, asphalt repairs, aggregates bases, excavation and grading, storm and sanitary sewer and water main/water service work. Barrett contracts work with counties, municipalities, townships, villages, private communities along with extensive work for various state Department of Transportation agencies. In addition, with specialized commercial paving operations, Barrett also performs an extensive amount of work in new housing developments as well as major commercial enterprises. Through close ties with sister companies, specialty constructions services are also available.

Barrett Paving chooses PhantomPDF Business

PhantomPDF Business Paves the Way
More than a century ago, company founder Samuel E. Barrett realized cities were literally stuck in the mud, which inspired him to experiment with pavements to address the country’s need for better roads. His innovations paved the way for automobiles to connect rural communities with major cities which sparked unprecedented commerce.

In the same spirit, PhantomPDF Business innovations have allowed companies like Barrett to smoothly connect with employees, partners, and customers by allowing knowledge workers to more effectively create, update, and review PDF documents.

The Need for a Change
Every week, Bob Mikalouskas, Barrett’s network and systems manager, and the IT department congregated to discuss their challenges, and trouble with PDFs was a recurring topic. Poor performance, ease of use, and content editing capabilities drove the team to begin exploring alternatives. After an extensive search, Barrett concluded that Foxit PhantomPDF Business provided the best value.

Lightning fast performance
Users suffered through slow performance when opening up files due to long load times. Foxit’s efficiency and performance solved this issue in a hurry, greatly reducing end user frustration.

Easy to use
PhantomPDF utilizes the Microsoft ribbon technology that provides a similar user experience as the well-understood Microsoft Office software. This allows users to speed through the learning
process and quickly understand all the capabilities the product offers. Mikaloukas described the functionality of PhantomPDF Business as straightforward, saying “You don’t have to do a lot of digging in order to figure anything out. It’s all right there in front of you.”

**Edit like a word processor**

PhantomPDF comes with powerful editing capabilities that allows users to edit PDF documents as if they were using a word processor. PhantomPDF’s innovative paragraph linking capabilities allow users to edit one paragraph, and have the text reflow automatically throughout the document. “As far as editing documents, the PhantomPDF software is a lot better,” said Mikaloukas as he shared coworkers’ reactions. “They can’t stop raving about it, one employee was happy that she can now edit the whole document.”

**Take control with PhantomPDF Business**

Foxit PhantomPDF Business empowers workers to be more productive and efficient while providing a great value to the company. Mikaloukas says that makes his job easier, because employees can resolve many issues on their own without coming to IT for help. On whether he would recommend Foxit to peers in his industry, Mikaloukas responded enthusiastically, “Without a doubt!”